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An advanced Compton camera (ACC) enables us to reconstruct the distribution of gamma-ray 
sources without a mechanical collimator. For this ACC we have proposed a method with a more 
efficient algorithm than that of a conventional Compton camera. However, our method may 
introduce significant blurring if there are measurement error in detecting gamma-rays and 
electrons. To remove the blurring in a reconstructed image we assumed the system as a 
shift-invariant three dimensional system and used a parametric Wiener filter. The validity of our 
proposed method was confirmed with the simulations. 
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Fig?2 Backprojection region is restricted by the angler 
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Fig?3 Image reconstruction method for the ACC? 
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Fig?5 Reconstructed images of a point source(x-y plane) 
and profiles on the line indicted by two arrows? 
 
 
Fig?6 Reconstructed images of a point source(x-z plane) 
and profiles on the line indicted by two arrows? 
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Fig?7 Reconstructed images of two point sources(x-y 
plane) and profiles on the line indicted by two arrows? 
 
 
Fig?8 Reconstructed images of two point sources(x-z 














Fig?9 Reconstructed images of a disc source(x-y plane) 
and profiles on the line indicted by two arrows? 
 
 
Fig?10 Comparison of the 2D restoration and the 3D 
restoration (disc source) and profiles on the line indicted 
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